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Villard. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 376 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.In
1998, a mysterious right-handed pitcher emerged from the ashes of the Cold War and helped lead
the New York Yankees to a World Championship. His origins and even his age were uncertain. His
name was Orlando El Duque Hernandez. He was a fallen hero of Fidel Castros socialist revolution.
The chronicle of El Duques triumph is at once a window into the slow death of Cuban socialism and
one of the most remarkable sports stories of all time. Once hailed as a paragon of Castros
revolution, the finest pitcher in modern Cuban history was banned from baseball for life for
allegedly plotting to defect. Instead of accepting his punishment, he fearlessly fought back, defying
the Communist party authorities, vowing to pitch again, and ultimately fleeing his country in the
bowels of a thirty-foot fishing boat. Here, for the first time and in astonishing detail, the secrets
behind El Duques persecution and escape are revealed. Moving from the crumbling streets of post
Cold War Havana to the polarized world of exile Miami, from the deadly Florida Straits to the
hallowed grounds of Yankee Stadium, it is a...
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Simply no phrases to describe. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform the instant you
complete reading this article book.
-- Rowla nd B a uch-- Rowla nd B a uch

This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. It is writter in easy words and phrases and not confusing. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Ala yna  K upha l-- Ala yna  K upha l
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